CONTROLLED

RHINO-RACK
AUSTRALIA

HI-TECH GLASS REINFORCED NYLON LEGS WITH STRUCTURAL
GRADE ANODISED OR POWDER COATED ALUMINIUM H SECTION BAR,
THAT WILL GIVE YOU MANY YEARS OF TROUBLE FREE USAGE.

THANKYOU FOR PURCHASING A RHINO-RACK

YOUR RHINO-RACK IS DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA TO MEET THE
STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS OF AUSTRALIAN STANDARD AS1235-91. ONLY USE RHINORACK APPROVED ACCESSORIES.
HOW TO FIT YOUR HOLDEN JACKAROO ROOF
BARS
Please retain these fitting instructions with the vehicle for
future reference.
1. The Holden Jackaroo has three roofbar fitting positions
located under the black rain strip channels that run down
each side of the roof turret. Remove both rain strips.
2. The roofbar fitting locations comprise of 2 x M6 nutserts
and are generally covered by tape. In some vehicles the tape
has been painted over so it makes them harder to spot. Peel
off this tape.
3. Attach mounting brackets to the nutserts provided in the
roof turret. Tighten M6 button screws and spring washers
with allen key provided.
4. Attach leg supports to mounting brackets using M6 cap
screws and M6 flat and spring washers to cage nut.
5. Place crossbars onto leg supports, ensuring that the
crossbar overhang is even on both sides of the vehicle.
Loosen the channel nut on top of the leg support assembly to
allow it to slot into the underside of the crossbar. Rotate the
bolt clockwise to allow the channel nut to lock into position.
If channel nut does not rotate into position, loosen the bolt
and repeat procedure. It is essential that the channel nut
rotates into this position.
6. Tighten the M10 leg bolts to the crossbar to a torque of 20Nm.
7. Fit the crossbar end caps into the end of the crossbar and gently knock into place with a rubber mallet. Place rain
strips back on roof. Rain strips should fit over mounting bracket.
8. When fitting three bars to the Jackaroo, spacers and longer hex bolts are required on the rear and front bars to
ensure that the load carrying area is level. These are included in the three bar kits, but not in the individual leg kits.
9. Clip black rain strips on. Check tightness of all fasteners after a short period of usage and then on a regular basis,
re-tightening as necessary.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
* It is absolutely essential that all bolt connections are
checked after driving a short distance when you first install
your Jackaroo commercial roof bars. Bolt connections should
be checked at regular intervals, approximately once a week,
depending on road conditions, usage, loads and distances
traveled. You should also check the roof bars each time they
are refitted.
* Roof bars and accessories should be cleaned and all screw
threads should be lubricated at regular intervals. This will
help avoid damage to your vehicles paint. Always clean the
vehicle roof and the leg brackets before fitting the roof bars.
* Make sure the load is fastened securely. Ensure that all
loads are evenly distributed and that the centre of gravity is
kept as low as possible.
* Use only non-stretch fastening ropes and straps.
* Please remove roofbars when putting vehicle through
automatic car wash.

SENSITIVITY TO CROSSWINDS, BEHAVIOUR
IN CURVES AND BRAKING.
* The handling of your car changes when you transport a load
on the roof. For safety reasons, we recommend you exercise
extreme care when transporting awkward or wind resistant
loads, care must be taken into account when accelerating &
cornering.

LOAD RATINGS.
* Vehicle maximum load is 67kg for two roofbars, and 100kg for three roofbars.

*Please leave these fitting instructions with the vehicle.
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